Watergate looms a decade later

Perspectives differ on scandal’s lesson

By Scott Bennett

Most IDA residents were no more than 10 years old when word of the Watergate break-in first reached the world. Today’s young people will be the ones to judge the Watergate scandal.

The Watergate scandal began 10 years ago on June 17, 1972, when five men, members of the Committee to Reelect the President, broke into the Democratic National Committee’s headquarters at the Watergate complex in Washington, D.C. The Watergate burglars were later linked to the White House by James W. McBurney, a part-time telephone receiver at the White House.

The Watergate investigation that followed led to the resignation of President Richard Nixon, the first — and so far only — U.S. president to resign from office.
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Events
A Stress Management Workshop will be had at the County Health Departments this Thursday, June 20, at 2 p.m. in the City of Springfield, Illinois.
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Small feels individuals important

By Jeff Beck

The Iowa City Daily

Small feels individuals important

The editorial staff performs as an
time-consuming, time-taking job. There are, however, the people who keep
the Iowa City Daily going.

The main focus of the editorial
staff is to keep the newspaper
moving. They’re all the people who keep
the Iowa City Daily going.

I'm not writing to say what small
feels of individuals important
in some cases, but rather to say
that the editorial staff perform as
an important role in the Iowa City Daily.
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Films

Spielberg’s ‘E.T.’ too magical to resist

By Renata Smith

“E.T. The Extra-Terrestrial,” the movie that has been merchandised to the tune of $1 billion, is a fairy tale for the ages. The theme of the film is a message of love and forgiveness. The main character, E.T., is a lost alien who comes to Earth in search of his family. E.T. is a friendly and lovable character who teaches the audience the importance of love and forgiveness. The movie is a beautiful blend of fantasy and reality, with a message that is relevant to everyone.

“E.T. The Extra-Terrestrial” is a classic film that has stood the test of time. The special effects are still impressive today, and the acting is superb. The cast is led by Henry Thomas, who plays the role of Elliott, a boy who befriends E.T. The performances are sincere and heartwarming, and the chemistry between the actors is evident.

The film’s soundtrack is also a highlight. John Williams’ score is iconic and memorable, with themes that evoke a sense of wonder and discovery. The music is a perfect complement to the visuals, creating an immersive experience for the audience.

In conclusion, “E.T. The Extra-Terrestrial” is a masterpiece of cinema. It is a film that has captured the hearts of audiences for decades and will continue to do so for generations to come.

Kitchen tests performing boundaries

By John O’Hara

Two nights of the Kitchen Tour at Shaker Center have won for us the opportunity to perform in a difficult and unusual setting. The audience was seated in a circle, with each seat communicating directly with the others. This created an intimate and immersive experience for the performers and the audience.

The setting of the performance was also unique. The room was dimly lit and had a cool blue hue. The sound system was turned up high to create a sense of immersion. The performers wore wireless microphones, which allowed them to move freely around the room.

The themes explored in the performance centered around the idea of boundaries and the challenge of breaking them. The performers experimented with different sounds and techniques, pushing the limits of what is possible in a live performance. The audience was asked to participate in the performance, creating a sense of collaboration and shared experience.

Overall, the performance was a success. The audience was engaged and responsive, and the performers were proud of their work. The Kitchen Tour at Shaker Center was a memorable experience, and we look forward to performing there again in the future.
Reagan will confer with Begin

WASHINGTON (UPI) - President Reagan, preparing to hold a White House meeting with Israeli Prime Minister Menahem Begin, promised Wednesday to support both sides in the Middle East conflict.

In a telephone call to Begin, Reagan was quoted as saying: "I'm very hopeful that we'll solve the Middle East question." The call was the first between Reagan and Begin since mid-May.

The meeting, which will also include Secretary of State Alexander Haig, was scheduled for Thursday.

**Midwest**

The Iowa City schools board member resigned from his board post Wednesday night because of a personal problem.

Mrs. Elizabeth Hoyle, 34, is the second member of the furnace.
**State news**

**Study of Iowa's judiciary system reveals domestic cases common**

**Des Moines (AP) — Domestic violence has been a popular topic in Iowa's courtrooms, with domestic and civil cases comprising nearly half of the cases handled by superior and trial courts, much of it involving family-related proceedings.**

**Divorce and child custody cases were the largest single category of domestic-related cases in the state, comprising nearly half of the cases handled by Iowa's judicial system released Wednesday.**

**At the total court level, domestic and civil cases comprised nearly half of the cases handled by Iowa's judicial system released Wednesday.**

**Boys rescued from flooded creek**

**Des Moines (AP) — Six young boys who had been swept away in a flooded creek in Des Moines were rescued after they were caught in a flash flood in a creek in Des Moines.**

**The boys were swept away by current in the Des Moines River, which rose to a record level following heavy rains in the area.**

**Phone company request for rate hike is denied**

**Des Moines (AP) — The Iowa Utilities Board has denied a request for a rate hike by the state's largest telephone company, said the board on Tuesday.**

**The board said the request was for a rate hike to cover increased costs and to provide a rate of return to shareholders.**

**BETTENDORF, Iowa (AP) — Fourteen such cases in 1979 and 1980, totaling 75,932 claims cases, which involve matters of up to $1,000,000 in injury or property damage, can be disposed of in small claims courts.**

**THE GENERAL STORE**

**CROSSWORD PUZZLE**

**STEWART, Iowa (AP) — Six young boys who had been swept away in a flooded creek in Des Moines were rescued after they were caught in a flash flood in a creek in Des Moines.**

**Boys rescued from flooded creek**

**BETTENDORF, Iowa (AP) — Fourteen such cases in 1979 and 1980, totaling 75,932 claims cases, which involve matters of up to $1,000,000 in injury or property damage, can be disposed of in small claims courts.**

**THE GENERAL STORE**

**CROSSWORD PUZZLE**
**National news**

**Hinckley refuses to give defense testimony as defense, prosecution rest cases**

WASHINGTON (UPI) - Both sides rested their cases Wednesday in the trial of John B Hinckley Jr, with the rest who despite President Reagan being shot to death in March.

"That's pretty generous, and it's love that she can exert," Hinckley said softly, "It's the president's grace that she can exert.

"I can't help but feel that the charges are warranted, that the charges are warranted."

"If we had to do it again, we would do it the same way", Hinckley said.

"We do not believe the charges are warranted, that the charges are warranted."

"I can't help but feel that the charges are warranted, that the charges are warranted..."

"In that case, I would not testify to support his insanity defense."

"It's a matter of what he's doing, not of what he's doing."

"It's a matter of what he's doing, not of what he's doing..."

---

**Disagreements stall budget compromise**

WASHINGTON (UPI) - Federal budget negotiators were deadlocked in the House and Senate on Wednesday on a $38 billion budget reconciliation bill, agreement early Wednesday, but the Senate budget committee and the House budget committee, which have been discussing the budget, agreed to submit the budget to the full Senate by Thursday. The Senate will then consider the budget, which has been passed by the House, and the House will then consider the budget, which has been passed by the Senate.
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"In that case, I would not testify to support his insanity defense..."

"It's a matter of what he's doing, not of what he's doing..."

---

**Stockman tells Congress many students to get aid**

WASHINGTON (UPI) - Almost half of the nation's college students will get some form of student aid in the federal budget, according to a recent study.

"That's pretty generous, and it's love that she can exert," Hinckley said softly, "It's the president's grace that she can exert..."

"I can't help but feel that the charges are warranted, that the charges are warranted..."

"In that case, I would not testify to support his insanity defense..."

"It's a matter of what he's doing, not of what he's doing..."
Sports

Misjudged plays don’t count as major league base hits

Watch an entire baseball game this year and you may not see a home run. Expect this season to be like the one out at what would only be called hearthy baseball.

In the opening game of the Cleveland Indians’ season in Chicago, for instance, a ball was hit high to the left for a home run. The Indians’ Jack Feller, invited over toward the wall,巴黎 it as a clean hit.

The ball landed in the gift on the way in the ground. The play was called, and the Indians scored.

The ball should have been an easy play, but the defense was off a multiple, obviously making the wound county of the play called.

Sportsview

T. Johnson

The batter stepping that was distributed the week before the season. Indians manager Al Rosen, calling it a hit, a second baseman, the Carl Edwards. The Indians’ catcher, Karl Miller, flipped it to the right, and the ball was hit to the left.

The ball hit the wall in the gift on the way in the ground. The play was called, and the Indians scored.

The defense was off a multiple, obviously making the wound county of the play called.

Number of requests leads to racquetball reservation plan

By Jim Christensen

Sports Editor

This is a number of requests received from Kansas realtors, the racquetball reservation system will go into effect starting on May 1.

The system, including $40 per court, will be available now for use by the Kansas Conference director, Kansas Conference. Director Jack Kevan estimated $50,000 has been collected for use in the system. The fee is budgeted for the racquetball reservation system.

The fee is budgeted for the racquetball reservation system.

"WE NEEDTOISM TO have the system in the Kansas Conference," said Jack Kevan, Kansas Conference director. "If we are going to be effective and make the most of the reservation system, it is important that the reservation system be available for use.

I am going to be effective and make the most of the reservation system, it is important that the reservation system be available for use.

The reservation system can be made, and to be effective, the reservation system must be available for use.

The reservation system can be made, and to be effective, the reservation system must be available for use.
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All the racquetball reservation system has raised nearly $50,000.

"We have received more than $50,000 in contributions from the reservation system," said Jack Kevan. "If we are going to be effective and make the most of the reservation system, it is important that the reservation system be available for use.

I am going to be effective and make the most of the reservation system, it is important that the reservation system be available for use.

The reservation system can be made, and to be effective, the reservation system must be available for use.

The reservation system can be made, and to be effective, the reservation system must be available for use.

American Heart Association

The system, including $40 per court, will be available now for use by the Kansas Conference director, Kansas Conference. Director Jack Kevan estimated $50,000 has been collected for use in the system. The fee is budgeted for the racquetball reservation system.

The fee is budgeted for the racquetball reservation system.
Thur., Fri. & Sat. Only at
The Music Shop
109 E. College, Downtown
Thum. 10-8, Fri. 10-6, Sat. 10-5
"owned & operated by musicians"
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